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Abstract

In gifted and talented education, teacher referrals are a common source for entry into an identification process; yet one key question is the degree of professional development teachers receive in recognizing the kinds of behaviors that might indicate high academic potential. This issue is particularly salient with students from traditionally underserved groups, whose high potential may emerge in ways that differ from what teachers expect. This study focuses on using professional development to support consistency in teacher use of a behavior rating scale to document students’ high-potential behaviors. Linear regression analyses of scale scores over two years demonstrated that the treatment group teachers became more consistent in their use of the scale as compared to teachers in the comparison group.

Method

Sample

40 comparison teachers who rated 74 comparison students and 58 treatment teachers who rated 115 treatment students across 11 schools in three school districts in the Northeast.

Measure

The Gifted Behaviors Rating Scale (GBRS) is divided into four areas: exceptional ability to learn (learn), exceptional application of knowledge (apply), exceptional creative/productive thinking (create), and exceptional motivation to succeed (motivate). The frequency of expression is rated using a 4-point scale—1 is rarely, 2 is occasionally, 3 is frequently, and 4 is consistently.

Procedure

In the winter of the first year of the project, the researchers held small group professional development sessions with treatment and comparison teachers to acquaint them with the GBRS. In the spring of year 1, teachers were asked to use the GBRS to nominate students for participation in the project. In year 2 of the project, the treatment teachers received more intensive professional development on the application of the GBRS than the comparison teachers. We used t tests to compare students’ year 1 and year 2 scores, as well as the comparison and treatment scores. We then used linear regression analyses to determine whether the scores from year 1 (total, learn, apply, create, and motivate) were predictive of the total score in year 2 for the treatment and comparison groups.

Results

- Although not statistically significant in total, or any of the four construct subgroup scores, the treatment group year 2 scores did not see as big a drop overall from year 1, nor are they as variable as those same scores in the comparison group.
- Treatment teachers became more consistent in their use of the behavior rating scale.
- The comparison teachers were not as consistent in their use of the behavior rating scale between the two time points.
- In-school professional development, specifically demonstration lessons and one-on-one discussions, support teachers in developing consistent perspectives on the application of a behavior rating scale.
- The results justify further research related to the use of the scale, including additional analysis of consistency by teacher as well as consistency within demographic subgroups of students once sample size supports such analyses.
- These results have implications for how to work with teachers in using this scale or similar scales to document behaviors indicative of high potential.
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